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SQL Fundamentals deserves praise because it documents  the implementation of Structured Query Language (SQL) in Oracle  databases and Access databases simultaneously. Readers find out how to  do simple single-table queries, more complicated multitable queries,  table creation, joins, unions, and calculations in both environments  in a variety of circumstances. For those who've never worked with SQL  before and plan to use one of the two covered platforms, this book  will make a fine starting point, since it explains elementary SQL  concepts too.
 Here's the approach: Author John J. Patrick sets out  a task--for example, writing a statement that yields a left outer join  of two databases. Then he proceeds to accomplish the task in both  Access and Oracle, presenting the platforms' respective SQL statements  side by side. The differences between the two implementations of SQL  are obvious, making it easy for someone familiar with one of the two  environments to adapt to the other. The reader will also find the  numbered and highlighted key passages, which include details on the  facing page, very helpful.

 Patrick, who based this book on a  university course he teaches, knows the value of practical  experience--he's loaded SQL Fundamentals with exercises in  addition to the tasks he completes himself. He leaves most of these to  the reader but provides solutions to some of the more interesting  ones. Databases for the illustrations and exercises are included on  the companion CD-ROM. --David Wall   
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J2EE FrontEnd Technologies: A Programmer's Guide to Servlets, JavaServer Pages, and JavaBeansApress, 2001

	J2EE FrontEnd Technologies: A Programmer's Guide to Servlets, JavaServer Pages, and Enterprise JavaBeans concisely and accurately describes what you need to know about effective enterprise development based on servlets, JSPs, and EJBs. Servlets, JSPs, and EJBs are the most important aspects of Java as it is used in the production...
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Oracle Digital Assistant: A Guide to Enterprise-Grade ChatbotsApress, 2019

	
		Use this book as an on-ramp to the development of enterprise-grade chatbots and digital assistants. It is based on real-life experience and explains everything you need to know to start building your own digital assistant (DA) using Oracle technologies. You will become familiar with the concepts involved in DA development from both a...
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David Busch's Canon EOS Rebel T3/1100D Guide to Digital SLR Photography (David Busch's Digital Photography Guides)Cengage Learning, 2011

	The Rebel T3/1100D is one of the most affordable entry-level cameras Canon has ever introduced. It boasts 12.2 megapixels of resolution, fast automatic focus, and cool features like the real-time preview system called Live View, and standard high definition (1280 x 720 pixel) movie shooting. As the owner of a Rebel T3/1100D, you demand the...
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Clustering Windows Server: A Road Map for Enterprise SolutionsDigital Press, 2001
During the final decade of the twentieth century, Microsoft achieved historic levels of marketing success in the computing business. Microsoft offered an alternative so economically appealing to the computing industry that resistance seemed futile in all but a few cases.

Two questions remain. First, “Is there a solution to the...
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React and  React Native: Complete guide to web and native mobile development with React, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Build applications for web and native mobile platforms with React, JSX, Redux, and GraphQL

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore how functional web development works with React, Redux, and React Native
	
			Build apps with unified architecture with Facebook's React, Relay, and GraphQL

...
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Google, Amazon, and Beyond: Creating and Consuming Web ServicesApress, 2003

	What Is This Book About?

	

	This is a book about Web Services. Wei than a mature technology. The moven mated Web that can support long chai agents. There are three important con ity: a service can have clients (agents) is autonomy: an agent can discover th descriptions that include both whati\ interfaces of available actions)....
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